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Abstract
For several years, public services staff from across Harvard Library’s 20+ special collections charged with advising on the maintenance and development of the institution’s archival discovery interface have advocated for a platform that better meets user and staff needs. The current system, a customized version of the ArchivesSpace public user interface, has proven confusing, with a difficult to understand search algorithm; complicated, tabbed navigational structure; and numerous dead-end links to collection components, reducing user confidence in their findings.

In late-2021, two public services-focused archivist-librarians developed and spearheaded a cross-functional project including staff from technology services, technical services, and public services, to assess ArcLight as an alternative interface. The project, completed in fall 2022, was comprised of four workstreams: the development of functional requirements for an optimal discovery system, user testing of wireframes for an ideal interface, review of peer institution use of ArcLight, and testing of the system with Harvard Library data in a sandbox environment.

Project co-leads intentionally included a broad project team – as well as peers outside the walls of our own institution - as a means of strengthening existing partnerships and developing new relationships. The collaborative, iterative nature of the user testing and cross-library feedback that informed our final recommendations will be shared as a model for developing user-centered systems that build on the expertise of staff serving in a variety of roles at multiple institutions. Without an existing “plug and play” UI that supports both collections and users, our profession must think more broadly, flexibly, and creatively about how to improve visibility, discoverability, and access to archival materials, pushing these cross-functional partnerships forward and ensuring that all voices are included.
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